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Direct mail makes a significant contribution to UK trade. It generates around £26 billion per year
in UK consumer spending. Direct Mail volumes have more than doubled since 1990. People who
live in remote areas, the disabled, the elderly or those with specialist or non-high street interests
often rely on direct mail to get the products or services they want and need.

It is a highly measurable method of personal communication and allows 'offers' to be explained in
depth with plenty of room for creativity. 

Even with the rise in electronic marketing communication (web, email, SMS) Direct Mail is holding
its own.

However it faces a number of significant challenges:
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Environmental.
Reducing landfill, recovering, recycling and sustainability are core government concerns. In response, the Direct Marketing Association (the
industry's professional body) and DEFRA have signed an agreement which aims to recover and recycle a minimum of 30% of direct mail
waste by 2005. The direct mail industry must now take action to meet measurable targets to reduce landfill and increase recycling. The
DMA is also committed to cut unwanted mail through better data management and giving consumers the choice to 'opt out'.

Another public challenge from the BBC's 'Brassed Off Britain' took a hatchet to the direct mail industry naming 'Junk Mail' as the most hated
of ten industries featured.

Public Perception.

The Data Protection Act together with new legislation impacting Direct Marketing including avenues such as telephone, SMS and email - is
forcing organisations to look closely at what data they hold, why they hold it, how they use it and how they will maintain it.

A lot of this 'pressure' is good news for marketing. A sustained focus on the accuracy, recency and reliability of data are necessary for more
efficient, more professional direct marketing activity. Marketing behaviour that is good for the environment also fulfils legal obligations,
improves public perception of direct mail, produces better results and cuts costs.

This means that by taking basic database related action organisations can quickly reduce costs, get results, avoid unnecessary offence and
change the 'junk mail' perception.

For example sending post to the deceased is at best a pointless waste and at worst highly offensive. Files such as Bereavement Guard can be
used to suppress the names of a high proportion of the deceased, with a cost less than that of an average posted mail piece.  

Legislation.
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Sending post to those who have moved is also a waste of money and 'Gone Away' files can be used to detect,
flag or suppress these records.  

The ideal is to substitute a new address for an old one and the National Change of Address file, built using data
from the Royal Mail re-direct service enables many 'mover' records to be updated.

Of course well targeted, appropriate direct mail minimises 'unwanted' post. AFD's Censation® Geodemographic
system makes it possible for virtually any organisation to 'profile' its customers and to select prospective customers
based on a better understanding of who is most likely to buy its goods or services. www.afd.co.uk/censation.asp

There is a long way to go. Planet Ark, who show people how to help the environment in their daily lives,  reckon
around £51 million was wasted sending 95 million items to addresses that didn't exist or to people no longer
living. www.planetark.com/index_uk.cfm

Of course recipients of direct mail have a vital roll to play in reducing unwanted mail. By registering with The
Mailing Preference Service (MPS) individuals can stop up to 95% of unwanted direct mail. In fact over 1.5 million British people have already
signed up saving over 30,000 tonnes of unwanted mail. www.mpsonline.org.uk/mpsr/ 

The funding for this 'not for profit' service is from a small (0.002%) levy on organisations who use Royal Mail mailsort discount and support
from members of the DMA.

"The foundation for sustained direct marketing success
- is solid address data."

"AFD solutions will help you manage address data easily
and affordably." 

HOW GOOD IS YOUR ADDRESS DATA?
TO RECEIVE A COMPREHENSIVE, CONFIDENTIAL REPORT ON THE QUALITY OF YOUR DATA PLEASE SUBMIT A
ADDRESS DATA SAMPLE (UP TO 5,000 RECORDS) TO: healthcheck@afd.co.uk

By using AFD Software to build in accuracy wherever addresses are entered and to ensure addresses are
regularly cleansed, updated and de-duplicated, thousands of organisations are making a significant contribution
to the environment while saving money.

David Dorricott
AFD - Managing Director

Mike Solomon
AFD - Sales Director
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Clean data provides a professional foundation for all activities from administration, to
deliveries to marketing and analysis.

Hundreds of organisations use Refiner to regularly cleanse, de-duplicate and geo-code address
data. It combines three important features. Top automated match rates minimise the number of

addresses requiring 'human' intervention. An 'easy access' design makes the software fast to set up.
Total data flexibility so that Refiner accepts and outputs address data in virtually any format.

Refiner works with your data - not the data you wish you had! Refiner offers choice

Refiner delivers top match rates Refiner replaces doubt with confidence

* License restrictions apply. See EULA for details.
** Minimum license period 12 months, payments by standing order. Amount includes data license, program license, updates, technical support and VAT.

Clean, De-Duplicate and Geo-code address data
on your desktop - AFD Refiner

Uses full Royal Mail PAF® based address data cleansing.
Accepts varied database formats.
Supports ODBC connectivity.
Totally flexible output data.
Comprehensive reports.

Options for street and / or letterbox level matching.
Geo-coding - adds grid references to postcode data.
Attach mode - adds Postcode Plus data fields to your data*.
Includes De-duplication tool.
Improves addresses which cannot be PAF cleansed.

Uses "Postally Not Required" locality names.
Corrects "mistypes" without mismatching.
Displays ambiguous results for easy user solution.
Support for Postcode / Town and locality changes.

20 years address management experience poured into one product.
Fast - but quality and reliability come first.
Years of dialogue with database managers.
Full and free technical support.

AFD REFINER IN ACTION -  HARMONY BLINDS, BOLTON 

“Refiner worked a treat on the data. Of 35,000

addresses 78.5% were corrected automatically.

I knew there was software available but didn't

realise how great it was. Quite a revolution. De-duplication was a big

advantage; of the 35,000 records over 2,000 were duplicates. We saved

the price of the software on the saving from de-duplication alone.”

www.afd.co.uk/refiner.asp - Refiner is available for just £99 per month.**
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AFD Postcode solutions are integrated within a wide range of specialist software solutions
serving specific industries from Estate Agents to Vets. These solutions are provided by the
network of over 400 AFD Partners who receive dedicated partner support.
www.afd.co.uk/partners/partner.asp

One of these is Software Solutions Partners who are dedicated to the Commercial and
Personal Insurance sector. They have a wide depth and breadth of experience, having been
in business two decades and employing over 200 people. Their electRa and INSIGHT
insurance solutions are at work in over 2,800 customer sites from major international
insurance to large broking operations and small intermediary firms.  

The insurance industry is about assessing risk. With most brokers and intermediaries working on slim margins
in a price-conscious environment, keeping administration costs to a minimum is vital. Software Solutions
Partners have built a highly successful business providing brokers with software which streamlines and
automates the quotation and fulfilment of insurance & finance products - especially the automatic selection of
the most appropriate and best value insurer for a particular risk.

To achieve this SSP have forged unique relationships, working closely at all levels within the industry, from
regulators, to insurers, to tax advisors. This pro-active approach extends choice, improves processes and cuts
the cost of quoting and converting insurance business.

Most insurance quotes - commercial or personal - are Postcode driven and Software Solutions Partners were
faced with the challenge of making rapid accurate addressing available on a wide variety of platforms and
affordable to as many brokers as possible. 

Technical Support Manager Adam Robinson. “We needed the best of both worlds. AFD has a truly flexible
technical approach, which means we are able to offer our customers address management solutions to suit
their budget on a wide variety of platforms including SCO UNIX, Oracle and SQL. Many insurance and finance
transactions are standing order or direct debit based and by including BankFinder in the mix we have added significant value by preventing
simple keying errors which lead to costly rejection of transactions. Any broker who now wants to improve productivity and the accuracy of
address and bank data with electRa or INSIGHT can now afford to do so.”

“I found integrating AFD into
electRa M3 so straightforward,
easier than other products. The
sample files were really helpful
with a good range of functions,
so we could check results
thoroughly after integration.”

electRa M3 is used by small to
medium sized insurance
brokers and high street
brokerages including major
nationwide chains.

“We achieved a rapid AFD
integration into the INSIGHT
VB front end which integrates
AFD code calling AFD Oracle
procedures. No hassle.”

INSIGHT is designed for larger
brokers, underwriters and
insurance companies.

Dave (Developer)
SCO Integrator:

Allen (Developer)
Oracle on Windows:

Looking for a software solution that fits? Why not look for an AFD Partner that specialises in your industry at
www.afd.co.uk/partners/industry.asp

A F D  P A R T N E R S

Mailsort is about getting a discount on postage by sharing some of the sorting work normally done by Royal Mail.
If your organisation mails over 4,000 items at a time, it is worth looking at what postage discounts are available

through the Mailsort scheme. To get Mailsort discount, address data must meet a minimum 90% accuracy standard.
Mail must be presented to Royal Mail bagged, and pre-sorted to a set standard and reports must be prepared so Royal

Mail can check what has been done.  

Observing the Mailsort rules can be complicated; so many organisations use AFD MailSaver software to remove complexity and
reduce Mailsort to a straight forward step-by-step process. Users simply attach the file of data to be mailed, select the mailsort

parameters, run the program, print the labels and reports then see and pocket the savings.

At just £35 (inc vat) per month** MailSaver is in use today by a wide variety of organisations including
charities, mailing houses and a wide variety marketing led organisations.  www.afd.co.uk/mailsaver.asp

** Minimum license period 12 months, payments by standing order. Amount includes data license, program license, updates, technical support and VAT.

Save Money on Bulk Mailings with MailSaver
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By Phone

©  2004  AFD Software  Ltd.  'AFD',  'AFD  ADDRESS  2000',  'AFD  BANKFINDER’,  'AFD
POCKET  BANKFINDER’,  'AFD  MAILSAVER',  'AFD  NAMES & NUMBERS',  'POCKET
NAMES  &  NUMBERS',  'AFD  POSTCODE',  'POCKET  POSTCODE',  'AFD  POSTCODE
2000',  'POSTCODE-EEVERYWHERE’,  'REFINER’,  'CENSATION',  'ROBOT',
'TRACEMASTER',  'ZIPADDRESS',  'POCKET  ZIPADDRESS',  and  the  Flying  Envelope
Device  are  Registered  Trade  Marks  of  ZipAddress  Ltd.  ROBOT  Technology  is
protected  by  Patent  No  GB2369699.

Other  product  and  company  names  mentioned  may  be  trademarks  of  their
respective  companies.  All  Rights  Reserved.

01624 811711 (Sales)

01624 811712 (HelpDesk)

0800 083 8424 (FREEPHONE Registration)

By Fax

01624 817695

By Email

postcode@afd.co.uk

By Post

AFD Software Ltd
Old Post Office Lane, West Quay
Ramsey
ISLE OF MAN
IM8 1RF

Web Site

www.afd.co.uk

Keep  in  touch  with  Postcode  developments  by  visiting
the  AFD  Web  Site  -  where  you  can  try  out  products,
collect  free  software  and  obtain  technical  support.

Contact AFD

Data News - Q.3/04
AFD strongly recommend that customers update
their Postcode products by ordering the latest data
update. This will not only update the major changes
and recodings that have taken place since the last
update but will also provide product enhancements.

Fresh data for all the AFD Postcode Range, BankFinder and MailSaver
are available now. Updates for Names & Numbers will be available
from August.

AFD's monthly Postcode Ownership Plan (POP) covers all costs
(including updates in a single monthly payment.

See www.afd.co.uk/pop.htm

Royal Mail Postcode Address File (PAF) statistics and newly announced
changes to postcodes can be found at:

www.afd.co.uk/datanews.htm

HOTSPOT

Royal Mail license fees & PAF management
Have Your Say Now...
Managed by the Royal Mail, the Postcode Address File contains all postcodes and postal
addresses - about 27.5 million of them.

Postcomm wants to know what you think about the license fees and management of the Postcode
Address File (PAF®) and to hear your views on the way Royal Mail has fulfilled its legal duties under
Section 116 of the Postal Services Act 2000.

The PAF was originally created by Royal Mail to speed up its delivery process. Today it is widely used
by UK industry through software solutions such as AFD's to bring efficiency and a means of cross
referencing to other databases such as geographic, political, credit and geodemographic.

One of the key objectives of the three month review is to ensure that the way the PAF is managed
does not act as a barrier to the development of effective postal competition and that it is managed in
the best way to further the interests of users.

The review is limited to the management and control of the PAF, including the way it is distributed to
third parties outside the postal industry.

The consultation document, Royal Mail's management of the PAF, is
published on Postcomm's website, www.postcomm.gov.uk.

Royal Mail statutory obligations can be viewed here:
www.hmso.gov.uk/acts/acts2000/20000026.htm section 116.
Also see section 20 of license granted to Royal Mail Group PLC here:
http://sc.gov.uk/documents/licensing/LicencePO_2003.pdf

Jonathan Harding
- Sales Administrator

In his role as sales administrator
Jonny talks to many AFD customers
and enjoys working in an office with
gadget freaks... rarely keeping a mobile phone longer
than 5 working days before upgrading to the next model.  

Three years ago Jonny arrived in Ramsey IOM from
Ramsey in Cambridgeshire. He denies selecting the wrong
town on his Sat Nav and not noticing until too late.

Jonnys main passion is music... preferable loud. Drummer
for rock band "Blackout" and song writer (he also plays
guitar) most of his spare time is devoted to the band who
are building their own recording studio and preparing to
cut their first CD. 

Influences include 70s and 80s, The Foo Fighters and
Nirvana but Jonny likes the fact people notice a unique
sound reflecting musical diversity within the band. 

Jonny loves to have his cake and eat it - with a reputation
to defend as the big cake scoffer of Ramsey... and a
mission to outlaw spag bol.

IMPORTANT PRODUCT WITHDRAWAL NOTICES 

AFD Postcode: We are proposing to withdraw 16 bit
(Windows) Postcode with final release being Q.4/05. Please
notify support@afd.co.uk immediately if you think this will
cause any problems to any of your customer installations.

Please Note: There is currently NO intention to withdraw DOS
versions of AFD Postcode.

AFD MailSaver: The final 16-bit version of MailSaver will
be Q.2/05. For assistance with upgrade to 32-bit version please
contact support@afd.co.uk

Postcode  News  is  printed  on  130gsm  ‘Revive  Gloss’  -  Recycled  Paper.
At  least  75%  is  made  from  de-iinked  post-cconsumer  waste.  The
remainder  (not  more  than  25%)  is  made  from  offcuts  and  damaged
paper  that  has  never  left  the  paper  mill  ("Mill  Broke").
Source  -  Robert  Horne  Group


